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Optical model elastic and DWBA transfer angular distributions are

studied by isolating their positive and negative deflection angle components.

The local angular momentum of these amplitudes allows us to isolate the

regions of angular momentum space that are contributing to the different

angular regions of the cross sections. This information can be employed to

isolate features of the cross sections arising from orbiting, reflection,

Coulomb rainbows, nuclear rainbows, Regge poles, etc. Specifically we show

the inner contribution to typical heavy-ion forward-angle elastic scattering

is in the shadow of the nuclear rainbow and further that transfer angular

distributions contain separate inner and outer contributions.

Before discussing our results we must introduce the idea of a "local

momentum" and briefly describe the decomposition of angular distributions

into their positive and negative daflection angle components. The concept

of "local momentum" follows naturally from the usual probability current,

J, where
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This can be written as

Since J » pv - p - ^o we have
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Writing t - M*1** i t follows that
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Thus, in units of 11, the local radial momentum (l.r.m.) and the local angu-

lar momentum (l.a.m.) are given respectively by

LOG
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These local momenta are to be interpreted as the important momenta in a

given region and in no way are meant to imply that only a single momentum

is contributing.

The positive and negative angular deflection components of the scat-

tering amplitudes are obtained by replacing the Legendre polynomial with its

travelling wave components in the partial wave summations. Schematically,
i&& -i£6P. ~ e + e In a suggestive notation, the positive and negative de-

1
flection angle components can be called the "near" and "far" contributions.

We will first discuss our transfer calculations. Results obtained

using the DWBA2 for the reaction 60Ni<13C,i2C)6lNi(£") at E ^ - 60.8 MeV

are plotted in Fig. 1. Figure la shows that interference between the far-

side and near-side is responsible for the rapid oscillations in the full

amplitude. The l.a.m. is plotted In Fig. lb; the near side at positive

angles, the far side, at negative angles. The l.a.m. of the near side at

small angles and the far side at all angles is equal to the angular momentum

of the local minimum (nuclear rainbow) at i ~ 33-34 of the deflection func-

tion shown on the same figure. The oscillation in the l.a.m. near 6 = 18° r

is associated with the slight wiggle in the near-side angular distribution \

at the same angle. As the angle increases the l.a.m. increases from the I

nuclear rainbow a.m. to i> ** 40 at 8 * 25° where the "bell-shaped" structure !

peaks. We have determined that this peak arises from constructive inter- !

ference between a component with l.a.m. *• 34 (nuclear rainbow) and another f

more peripheral component with l.a.m. * 50 at the angle of the peak. The f

outer component arises from transfer along a Coulomb trajectory. As the f

angle further increases the l.a.m. decreases, indicating that large-angle f

scattering arises from reflection (small i's). j|
IBased on this and closely related calculations we propose the follow- |

ing qualitative scheme for interpreting the angular distribution. The \

smooth structure which emerges at 0 ~ 20° in the near-side and continues to 1

negative deflection angles in the far-side arises from the dark side of I

the nuclear rainbow. When plotted as -rg it falls exponentially. It

requires partial orbiting of the ions into a classically forbidden region

and therefore it depends sensitively on the distorting potentials and is
3"quantum mechanical." j

The bell-shaped peak arises from this nuclear rainbow contribution jj

interfering with a large l.a.m. (l.a.m. ** 45-60) component. This component I



is extremely peripheral and hence depends weakly on the distorting poten-
3

tial. It is presumably "classical" in the sense that it broadens with the

i-window. The nuclear rainbow contribution is enhanced relative to this

more peripheral component as the I-window is closed, e.g., in two-particle

transfer.

We now turn to elastic scattering where we examine the incident chan-

nel (13C + Ni at EjAg • 60.8 MeV) of the previously discussed transfer

reaction. The oscillations in o°/a . (shown at the top of Fig. 2a), arise

from the interference between two components of the scattering wave which

have passed on the same side of the interaction region. He will show the

inner contribution in this region arises froa the dark side of the nuclear

rainbow and not from the inner branch of a Coulomb rainbow. The first plot

below cr/ffn ... shows separate plots of near-side components of sin8|f_ juucn M Kutn
and sindjf-fs ..{ . We see the second quantity is falling smoothly and

essentially exponentially forward of 9 «• 40°. This is consistent with a

shadow interpretation, but not decisive. Figure 2b contains the l.a.ra. of

the amplitudes just discussed along with the deflection function. The

nuclear rainbow at S, * 34 occurs at 6 * 30°, well beyond the region of os-

cillation in o7oR . . More significantly the l.a.m. of the near-nuclear

amplitude is approximately constant in this region. This behavior along

with the smooth fall toward forward angles of this component (shown in Fig.

2a) indicates that the inner amplitude corresponds to scattering into the

classically forbidden, dark side of a nuclear rainbow. It is this compon-

ent of the wave function which generates the previously discussed transfer

reaction amplitude at forward angles (and most negative deflection angles).

Figure 3a shows the full near-zone wave function in the shadow along with

the nuclear contribution to the scattering at forward angles. Apparently

the near-zone wave function in the absorptive shadow propagates essentially

undeformed to the far zone where it interferes with the outer Coulomb con-

tribution at forward angles. At forward angles the nuclear amplitude in

this case is well approximated by a Legendre function of complex angular

momentum Pa(cos@), a » 33. +3.3i. This implies that a resonable paramet-

rization of the scattering amplitude in the region of oscillation of

°/oRuth

Using this expression to fit appropriate forward-angle elastic data would



give the amplitude of the Regge-pole in the elastic scattering wave function.

Figure 3b shows the local radial momentum (l.r.m.) at several angles

as a function of the radial separation of the ions. This plot provides fur-

ther insight into the reaction mechanism and points to the dynamics respon-

sible for the shadow contribution to the wave function in the case under

study. First note that the l.r.m. at large angles - upwind of the inter-

action region - are large and negative. The wave is incoming and absorbed.

Phase averaging argues that this portion of the distorted wave contributes

little to direct reactions. A? the angle decreases the l.r.m. near and

beyond 8.7fm decreases and we presumably start to get appreciable reaction

amplitude. As the angle decreases further into the shadow and back of the

interaction region, the wave function is outgoing at large r and incoming

inside the absorptive interaction region. The zero in the small-angle

(shadow) l.r.m. at 8.7fm is the signature of a "barrier top" or "orbiting"
4

resonance. One can show that the effective potential for £ "* 33, the real

part of Regge-Pole angular momentum, peaks at r * 8.7fm. and is equal to the

incident energy. Within the barrier the l.r.m. is negative describing pro-

pagation down the inside of the barrier toward absorption while outside the

barrier it is positive describing propagation away from the interaction

region.

On the basis of our observations concerning both the elastic and

transfer amplitudes, we conjecture potentials which generate the same nuc-

lear rainbow are ambiguous in both elastic and well-matched reaction scat-

tering. Regarding elastic scattering this is consistent with Satchler's

observation that the radial momentum for the effective potential for the

strong absorption I vanishes near his sensitive radius. This is not to say

orbiting is the only mechsnism which generates shadow ambiguity.

We thank our colleagues at Brookhaven snd Wisconsin for useful con-

versation. We are grateful to E. Auerbach and A. Baltz for help in modify

ing their codes.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS I

Fig. la The calculated transfer angular distribution as well as its near- 1
far decompoaition for 6%i(13C,12C)61Ni(£-) at Ej^g - 60.8 MeV. |
The calculation includes recoil to second order2 and assumes a pure
lpi to 2pA., L»Q transition. The optical potential parameters "
employed Ire V - 100 MeV, tf - 40.3 MeV, R - 7.04fm, and a * 0.6fm.6 |

si

Fig. lb The deflection function and the l.a.m. for the transfer reaction '
are plotted relative to the scale on the left hand axis. Also,
the magnitude of the reaction amplitude is plotted relative to
the right hand axis scale. The excursion in the l.a.m. near 0=0° '
arises from our representation for the travelling waves and is
non-physical.1

Fig. 2a The top curve is the calculated cr/ofcuth f o r c + Ni at
60.8 MeV using the same optical potential as used in Fig.
Below are the Rutherford (solid curve) and the nuclear (dashed
curve) contributions to the near cross section plotted as Sn^S..

Fig. 2b For the elastic scattering, the deflection function is plotted as
a dashed curve. The l.a.m. of the near-Rutherford (solid) and
the near-nuclear (dot-dash) contributions are also shown.

Fig. 3a A comparison of the angular dependence of the near-zone wave func-
tion •if, at r « 9fm (dashed curve) and the nuclear amplitude, fN,
(solid curve).

Fig. 3b The local radial momentum of the near-zone wave function for
different angles.
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